Winning and
keeping Malaysia’s
non-stop customers

85% use social media to learn
about products and services
77% of them access these sites
at least half the time through
mobile devices

Use more digital
channels than ever

Look for more options,
and more companies
to serve them

Do greater ‘due
diligence’ before
buying
TODAY’S NON-STOP CONSUMER
65% of Malaysian consumers
feel they make much
better-informed purchase
decisions than ten years ago

67% of Malaysian customers say
that the number of companies/
brands that they consider for
their purchase decision has
increased significantly compared
to 10 years ago

Seek quicker
resolutions and
fewer hassles
74% of Malaysian customers
expect
customer service to be easier/
more convenient to obtain than
a year ago

Listen to opinions of
other customers

76% check information from
expert sites and company sites
to inform purchase decisions

76% of them expect customer
service to be faster than
a year ago

88% of Malaysian customers rely
on word of mouth from people
that they know

64% read online reviews and
comments from others, with over
40% influenced by them

DIGITAL DISRUPTION HAS ERODED CUSTOMER LOYALTY

Only 21% of Malaysian consumers are
very loyal to specific brands

Global ‘switching economy’ grew
26% between 2010 and 2014

56% of Malaysian consumers are more
likely to switch compared to 10 years ago

8 KEY TRENDS SHOWING PROVIDER’S STRUGGLE TO KEEP PACE
MISSING OUT ON
CONSUMER GROWTH

EXIT

PUSH CUSTOMERS
TO THE EXIT

Only 15% of Malaysian customers are highly likely
to buy more products from existing providers

82% of Malaysian customers switched in the
past year because of poor customer experience

UNDER-EXPLOITING
OWN CHANNELS

SUB-OPTIMIZING
DIGITAL SERVICE

52% of Malaysian consumers say information on
corporate websites is important in buying decisions.
Yet, only 16% get the digital experience desired

68% of Malaysian customers rely on companies’
websites for customer support, but only 44% of
them are satisﬁed with the service provided

‘DIS-LOYALTY’
PROGRAMS

!?!

SERVICE STILL
FALLING SHORT

Globally, while the number of loyalty program users
is increasing, price deals are the driver for 60% of
them, suggesting only short term loyalty

58% of Malaysian customers believe that their
customer service needs are evolving faster than
companies are able to adapt to

NOT WINNING
BACK DEFECTORS

UNPREPARED TO
FACE DISRUPTORS

56% of switching Malaysian customers would
consider going back to a provider within 2 years for
right price or better product oﬀering

60% of Malaysian customers are open to products
and services from non-traditional service providers

TAKE ACTION TO KEEP AND WIN CUSTOMERS

STRIVE FOR A TARGETED
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

FOCUS ON THE ECOSYSTEM,
NOT THE ENTERPRISE

INVEST IN CUSTOMER NEEDS, NOT
THE ORGANIZATIONS’ PROBLEMS

Forget a one-size-ﬁts all approach and
understand the right mix of digital
and traditional channels to deliver
a meaningful customer experience for
each customer segment

Tap into the broader ecosystem of
stakeholders who impact your business
including dealers, distributors and
co-producers to create a seamless,
end-to-end experience for your customers

Focus investments and metrics only on
those initiatives that are truly relevant to
and desired by customers

